
QUICK-ADJUST TRAUMA RELIEF

Easily adjustable step promotes better circulation
Length adjusts while fallen worker is suspended, allowing
ideal positioning to relieve pressure and improve blood flow

OPTIMAL COMFORT & SAFETY:

PRODUCT
SPOTLIGHT

ADAPTABLE LENGTH
Versatility to fit workers of all heights
QUICK-ADJUST RELIEF
Provides comfort and safety while suspended
DURABLE CONSTRUCTION
Engineered to work when you need it
EASY TO INSTALL
Attaches securely to harness in seconds
SIMPLE TO USE
Open, pull, hook, step in and adjust

022-6047

Corrosion resistant
materials prevent
dangerous rusting

Low profile design
ensures freedom
to work normally

Rubberized pack for
extreme all-weather

protection
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SUSPENSION TRAUMA STEPS

22' RESCUE LADDER WITH BELAY

RESCUE ASSIST KIT

PACKED WITH
PREMIUM FEATURES

A/B packs can
attach with
adjuster on

preferred side

Securely attaches in seconds
with Velcro to torso webbing

on most harnesses

SUSPENSION TRAUMA:

A worker can suffer the effects of suspension trauma after a fall in as little as 10 minutes, leading to
long lasting injury or death.

Rescue plans save lives. Relief steps provide essential time until a proper plan can be promptly enacted.

After rescue, never place a fallen worker in a horizontal position – place the rescued worker in a seated
position with knees pressed to chest (known as “W” position) for at least 30 minutes.

RELATED PRODUCTSSPECS
Pack Dimensions: 2.75" x 1.5" x 3.0”
Deployed and connected length: 7.8' (2.4 m)
Weight: 0.5 lbs. (0.2 kg)
Minimum Breaking Strength: Up to 600 lbs. (272 kg)
ANSI Weight Capacity: 130-310 lbs. (59-141 kg)
OSHA Weight Capacity: Up to 420 lbs. (191 kg)

Hi-vis webbing
for critical
visibility

Durable
coated

stainless
steel
hook

Webbing handle
for easy adjustment

while suspended

Soft loop
slot easily
fits hook

Red elastic thumb
rings are easy

to locate

Yellow pull tabs
allow easy pack

opening

US MANUFACTURER


